INFLUENCE OF FRANKS ON THE COUNTRY
the king of the Franks, and it does not appear that the king
treated his subjects of different nations differently, for many of
the counts were chosen from Roman families. The Franks, whose
kings had the power in their hands, continued to be a fighting
people, loving and waging war, which they carried on against
neighbouring peoples of a warlike character who had remained
behind in Germany. The Frankish kings made war upon one
another, and wars were also waged between families. War had
become the normal state of affairs, as in the time of the Gaulish
tribes. The Roman peace had vanished, and with it security.
The barbarian kings were unable to keep up the conditions
upon which Roman civilization had depended. They were not
even in a position to collect the taxes or carry out public works.
The towns, ruined by warfare, remained small and wertched, the
Roman buildings crumbled into ruin; the roads remained, being
solidly constructed, but trade began to fall off. The names of the
Roman currency remained in use: the silver livre (libra)} which
was merely money of account, the gold sou (solidus), weighing
nearly three grammes and equivalent to the twentieth part of the
livre, and the silver denier (denarius), equivalent to a twelfth part
of the sou. But money was scarce, and payment was made in
kind or in cattle.
We have very little information about the life led by the Roman
population, but there is a certain amount of evidence to show that
it was becoming barbarous. The use of Roman law persisted only
in the south and the central mountains. It had disappeared not
only in the north and east, where the Frankish kings had their
residence, but even in the whole west, where from the beginning
of the Middle Ages justice was dispensed according to a body of
customs similar to those of the barbarian peoples. There were
no longer any schools; the ecclesiastics, who alone still knew how
to read, wrote an incorrect and barbarous Latin; while the writing
known as the Merovingian script was becoming almost illegible.
Barbarous customs were creeping in even among the clergy. The
bishops, often chosen by order of the king from among the Frank-
ish families, adopted the manners and sometimes the costume of
fighting-men; many of them married wives and went to war or
hunted. Gaul had relapsed into a state of war and was reverting
to barbarism.
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